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3D printing on the rise
3D printing technology is being applied to some remarkable  

creations in the Netherlands, including a bridge and a canal house
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New world takes shape with 3D printing

With canal bridges, healthcare products, bicycles, ship components, buildings and even prosthetic body parts already within 
the scope of 3D printing, it is fascinating to imagine how far the technology can go. Perhaps printing spaceships is no longer 
just a fantasy.

Back on earth, this quarter’s CW Benelux looks at the take-up of 3D printing technology in the Netherlands. It seems that 3D printing 
has found its home – at least its initial home – in enterprise sectors such as manufacturing, and the early buzz around its consumer sec-
tor potential has been replaced by an enterprise focus. 

And the possibilities have not escaped the Netherlands’ government’s 
attention. The Dutch ministry of economic affairs last year unveiled an 
action plan for smart industry to boost development and standards for 
smart industrial applications, including 3D printing.

Also in this issue, read how PostNL is using IT to change its business 
operations to prosper in a transformed mail industry. Today, the decline 
of traditional mail means legacy players have to get in on the e-commerce 
act. Physical delivery of orders is still a vital component of any online 
transaction – and logistics firms must ensure they are a part of it.

Part of PostNL’s modernisation programme is a strategy to be cloud first 
in its IT. For example, the company is using Salesforce for sales, SAP for 
logistics and SuccessFactors for human resources. It also uses Microsoft 
Dynamics and Office 365 and both Amazon Web Services and Microsoft 
Azure for platform as a service.

Also in this issue, find out how businesses in the Netherlands are getting their heads around blockchain and how it can apply to them, 
and see how airline KLM is using virtual reality to train its engineers to deal with emergencies. n

Karl Flinders, editor
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Amsterdam showcases 3D-printed canal house
3D printing projects abound in the Netherlands, with the technology being applied to some remarkable  
creations, from bicycles and ship components to canal bridges and buildings. Jasper Bakker reports

The hype surrounding 3D printing started a few years ago, but 
is now quietening down. Gone is the buzz surrounding pio-
neers, innovators and investor darlings such as MakerBot, 

Ultimaker and the Dutch “poster child” of 3D printing, Shapeways.
The expectation at the start of this decade was that 3D printing 

would unleash a home manufacturing revolution comparable to 
the desktop publishing revolution that was made possible by the 
PC and 2D printers.

“You’ve heard of 3D printers, but you probably don’t own 
one yet,” wrote Wired in 2012. The comparison was made to 
early PCs – expensive, limited to techies, perceived as gadgets, 
but promising. Both had common origins as highly technical 
machines. And both were destined to evolve into user-friendli-
ness and utilisation for non-technical, real-world work.

But the enthusiastic prediction that most homes would have 
a 3D printer has not come true. This is in stark contrast to PCs, 
and for a long time 2D printers. Those machines did appear “on 
every desk and in every home”, in line with the vision of Microsoft 
co-founder Bill Gates. But the fact that most homes don’t have a 
3D printer does not mean there is no revolution.

3D PRINTING
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The 3D printer used  
for the Canal House 
project is in a repurposed 
shipping container  
called the KamerMaker

http://www.techtarget.com/contributor/Jasper-Bakker
https://www.wired.com/2012/09/how-makerbots-replicator2-will-launch-era-of-desktop-manufacturing/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/3357701/Bill-Gatess-dream-A-computer-in-every-home.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/3357701/Bill-Gatess-dream-A-computer-in-every-home.html
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3D printing is slowly emerging for business applications: in 
healthcare, in prototyping and manufacturing, in inventory and 
supply chains, for example. This adoption is taking place in indus-
try, not in the home. Analysts see eight-fold growth for the 3D 
printing market over the next few years, from being worth $5bn 
worldwide now to $40bn in 2020 – and the Dutch want part of it.

Let’s forget the 3D consumer market for now, and turn our atten-
tion to the industrial sector, which is currently picking up 3D print-

ing. Look, for example, at Boeing’s new space taxi, the unmanned 
Starliner. The US aviation giant has hired a small company, Oxford 
Performance Materials, to make about 600 3D-printed parts for 
its space programme. The parts are being made from special fire- 
and radiation-resistant plastics.

This is quite a leap from Nasa’s 2014 production of a ratchet 
wrench on board the International Space Station. Boeing’s use 
of 3D printing for its Starliner is also space-bound, but in the 

international harbour of Dutch city Rotterdam, 3D printing is 
being explored for seafaring ships. Last year, the Port of Rotterdam 
announced its Fieldlab additive manufacturing facility for the 3D 
printing of ship propellers.

The process is the same as regular 3D printing, but uses metal 
instead of plastic. The investment of several million euros into the 
Rotterdam Fieldlab follows a successful pilot in 2015.

Metal is also the base material for two other Dutch 3D print-
ing innovations – a futuristic bicycle and an artistic canal bridge 
in Amsterdam. The first project has already been completed. 
Students at the Technical University Delft printed a steel bike 
frame, which is just as heavy and usable as a regular frame. The 
Arc Bicycle, as it is known, was launched in April last year by 
Dutch minister of economic affairs Henk Kamp, who took it for a 
ride. The three-month printing process involved layering molten 
pieces of metal on top of each other – a process the makers 
describe as drawing lines in the air.

The creation of the Arc Bicycle was made possible by Dutch 
robotics company MX3D and its multi-axis robotic arms. The 
dimensions of traditional 3D printers restrict the size of objects 
they can output, but MX3D offers “printing outside the box”, said 
the company’s CTO, Tim Geurtjes.

This approach is markedly different from another Dutch project, 
3D Print Canal House, designed by DUS Architects. This ambi-
tious project aims to make a complete Amsterdam canal house, 
printed in parts that then need to be assembled. The 3D printer 
used for the project is a repurposed shipping container called the 
KamerMaker.

3D PRINTING

mX3D helpeD stuDents at 
technIcal unIversIty Delft  

prInt a steel bIke frame anD Is 
about to start 3D prIntIng a 

peDestrIan canal brIDge

http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/How-3D-printing-will-disrupt-industry-worldwide
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/How-3D-printing-will-disrupt-industry-worldwide
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/3Dratchet_wrench
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/3Dratchet_wrench
https://www.portofrotterdam.com/en/business-opportunities/smartest-port/cases/3d-printing-in-the-port-of-rotterdam
https://www.portofrotterdam.com/en/business-opportunities/smartest-port/cases/3d-printing-in-the-port-of-rotterdam
http://www.io.tudelft.nl/onderzoek/delft-design-labs/foundational-labs/3d-printed-stainless-steel-bicycle/
http://www.io.tudelft.nl/onderzoek/delft-design-labs/foundational-labs/3d-printed-stainless-steel-bicycle/
http://www.3ders.org/articles/20160415-dutch-minister-for-economic-affairs-henk-kamp-tests-3d-printed-steel-bicycle.html
http://www.3ders.org/articles/20160415-dutch-minister-for-economic-affairs-henk-kamp-tests-3d-printed-steel-bicycle.html
http://3dprintcanalhouse.com/
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Meanwhile, MX3D is about to start another 3D printing pro-
ject – a pedestrian bridge. Its 3D printing robots will build a canal 
bridge, metal drop by metal drop, to form a load-bearing mesh. 
This showcase innovation is planned for Amsterdam’s red light 
district. Since the scheme was announced in the summer of 2015, 
MX3D has been experimenting and refining the bridge, designed 
by Dutch artist Joris Laarman.

Spain appeared to have beaten the Netherlands’ scoop for the 
world’s first 3D-printed bridge when a structure was installed in 
a Madrid park last December. But the Spanish bridge was made 
from concrete, produced in eight parts and then assembled. The 

Dutch bridge will see the printing robots making the stainless 
steel structure as they cross it – meeting in the middle to finish 
the construction.

Watch the bridge grow
However, contrary to the initial plan – and mock-up photos – 
the printing will not be done live on location at the Oudezijds 
Achterburgwal, because although the bridge itself will be 
weather-proof (and tourist-proof), the robots and the construc-
tion process are not. Instead, it will be done in MX3D’s studio 
in Amsterdam-Noord, where the public can come to watch the 

3D PRINTING

❯Growing possibilities for 3D printing.
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Model prints of DUS Architects’ ambitious 3D-printed canal house

http://mx3d.com/projects/bridge/
http://mx3d.com/projects/bridge/
https://iaac.net/research-projects/large-scale-3d-printing/3d-printed-bridge/
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Growing-possibilities-for-3D-printing
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bridge grow. Production started earlier this year, and the bridge 
should be in situ in the red light district in early 2018.

This 3D printing project may be a showcase, but it is also a sign 
of serious industrial interest in the Netherlands. One of the par-
ties involved is venerable Dutch construction giant Heijmans, a 
93-year-old company that is also taking part in the plastic printed 
3D Canal House. While that build will take about three years to 
complete, the possibilities for more custom construction and cre-
ative output are intriguing the Dutch, who see a third industrial 
revolution, merging digital with manufacturing.

The possibilities have also caught the Dutch government’s 
attention. At the end of last year, the ministry of economic affairs 
unveiled an action plan for smart industry. Working with Dutch 
research and technology organisations, it aims to boost devel-
opment and standards for smart industrial applications. This 
includes 3D printing, which is seen as an economic growth area.

The hip development area of Amsterdam-Noord is already 
home to an impressive mix of building styles – now 3D printing 
promises to break the mould for housing, bridges, bicycles, ship 
parts, and more. n

3D PRINTING

M
X

3D

MX3D is 3D printing a canal bridge in its Amsterdam-
Noord studio, where the public can go to  

watch the bridge grow. It will be  
moved into place later

https://www.heijmans.nl/nl/nieuws/heijmans-bouwt-mee-aan-3d-print-brug-amsterdam/
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Cloud-based ID management delivers  
for PostNL’s public cloud strategy
Netherlands mail company uses Azure, AWS, Salesforce, SuccessFactors, Office 365  
and Microsoft Dynamics as it shifts from on-premise IT. Cliff Saran reports

PostNL has begun a multi-year plan to migrate its IT to the 
cloud. Cloud-based identity management has become a 
key to this strategy, giving the Netherlands postal service 

a way to authenticate internal users and consumers centrally for 
multiple cloud-based applications.

Speaking at the Gartner identity and access management con-
ference in London, Richard Kramer, lead architect at PostNL, said 
the decision had been driven by the changing nature of the mail 
business. “The world is changing,” he said. “For the last 20 years, 
email has been substituting the traditional mail business.”

For this reason, the company has focused on adapting to shift-
ing trends. “We have a lot of digital and direct mail solutions,” he 
said. “And we are the seeing immense growth of online mail.”

According to Kramer, PostNL is now the Netherlands’ biggest 
parcel delivery service. Stated figures show that its volume of 
addressed mail is worth about €2.4bn but is declining by 11-13% a 
year, while its parcel delivery business is increasing thanks to the 
growth of e-commerce.

But parcel delivery requires more resources, both in terms of 
people delivering boxes as well as extra IT for track and trace, and 
the ability to verify the identity of a parcel’s recipient.

Kramer said the company had chosen a cloud-only rather than a 
hybrid approach to avoid the “doubling of cost” arising from run-
ning both cloud and on-premise datacentre IT. “We had to think 
of IT value proposition. We said we wouldn’t host applications.” 

Cloud principles
Instead, PostNL set out to adopt cloud principles and take a 
software-as-a-service-first approach to IT. Cloud services were 
selected based on data requirements.

For example, it chose Salesforce for sales, SAP for logistics 
and SuccessFactors for human resources. It also uses Microsoft 
Dynamics and Office 365 and both Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
and Azure for platform as a service (PaaS).

Kramer said PostNL had moved 50% of its apps to software as 
a service (SaaS). It has deployed 20% of its apps on infrastructure 

CLOUD COMPUTING

http://www.techtarget.com/contributor/Cliff-Saran
http://searchcloudsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-identity-management-Deciding-on-the-right-approach
http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/podcast/New-e-commerce-technologies-set-to-change-customer-experience
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/news/450413319/Whats-in-store-for-PaaS-and-data-driven-apps
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Software-asset-management-maturity-in-the-age-of-SaaS
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as a service (IaaS) and 3% on PaaS, and its SAP R/3 enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) has been moved to a third-party provider.

But Kramer believes shifting workloads to IaaS is not an efficient 
use of the cloud. “IaaS is a hassle because you still have to do 
backups, just like in a datacentre,” he said. Instead, he is keen to 
move to serverless computing platforms on AWS and Azure. “We 
have to move to Functions on Azure and AWS Lambda.”

Identity management is a key requirement to any cloud 
migration, said Kramer. PostNL is using cloud-based identity 

management to manage user authentication across the organisa-
tion’s various public cloud services.

“In 2016, we migrated to one PostNL ID for consumers,” he said. 
The problem is that consumers need to allow data sharing across 
the different accounts they have at PostNL. These need to be 
merged, and so customers’ consent is required.

Within its business-to-business part, PostNL wants to hold cus-
tomer identities on Salesforce, said Kramer. “This year we will 
migrate all mail customers to Salesforce,” he added. n

CLOUD COMPUTING
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❯Cloud identity management: how to decide on the right approach

http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/opinion/Event-driven-applications-drive-next-wave-of-IaaS-evolution
http://www.computerweekly.com/ehandbook/Focus-ERP-in-the-cloud
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-apps-benefit-from-identity-management-architecture
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-apps-benefit-from-identity-management-architecture
http://searchsalesforce.techtarget.com/news/450416179/Salesforce-Einstein-AI-powers-Sales-Cloud-makeover
http://searchcloudsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-identity-management-Deciding-on-the-right-approach
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Can blockchain deliver on its promises?
Dutch hackathons, pilots and projects are building new applications based on blockchains. Jasper Bakker reports

Dutch expertise and level-headedness could help broaden 
the use of blockchain in the finance sector and into a 
wider range of business and government organisa-

tions. It has been three years since IT venture capitalist Marc 
Andreessen wrote about the promising future for bitcoin and 
its base technology, blockchain. The pioneer, who built the first 
broadly available web browser, said in his New York Times arti-
cle that blockchain was then in a comparable state to that of the 
World Wide Web in the early 1990s.

In some industries and areas, the impact of the internet has 
been disruptive and even destructive. Use of postage stamps is 
increasingly rare, while the music industry and retail have been 
transformed. A recent example of the latter in the Netherlands 
is the demise of store giant Vroom & Dreesman.

Now it is blockchain’s turn. “A mysterious new technology 
emerges, seemingly out of nowhere, but is actually the result 
of two decades of intense research and development by almost 
anonymous researchers,” Andreessen wrote in 2014. The former 
Netscape founder was talking mainly about bitcoin, but now it 
is becoming clear that the underlying blockchain technology will 
make even bigger waves.

Blockchain is a distributed data transaction system built on 
egalitarian nodes that chains blocks of data together. Each 
new mutation in the data transactions is put into a new block, 
which is then locked down with powerful encryption. Each block 
contains information about its predecessor, thereby forming a 
traceable, verifiable chain.

With this setup, it is impossible to rewrite a past transac-
tion. Of course, fraud is not completely eliminated, but it would 
require cracking the encryption and making a fraudulent change 
on each and every node simultaneously. This is the power of the 
encrypted peer-to-peer system that is blockchain.

Blockchain is basically an accounting ledger, but one that is 
decentralised, self-checking, protected by encryption and only 
able to add changes but not make changes to past transactions. 
Sounds ideal for the financial world, but the use of this crypto-
ledger is not limited to money.

One of the likely real-world applications is for smart contracts 
– an automated form of microtransaction to quickly draft and 
conclude contracts with a limited duration. It could be used for 
renting a car or purchasing electricity or gas at certain price lev-
els, for example.

BLOCKCHAIN

http://www.techtarget.com/contributor/Jasper-Bakker
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Blockchain-starts-to-prove-its-value-outside-of-finance
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/podcast/Crypto-confusion-The-search-for-the-real-bitcoin-creator-continues
https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/01/21/why-bitcoin-matters/?_r=2
https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/01/21/why-bitcoin-matters/?_r=2
http://www.reuters.com/article/netherlands-retail-bankruptcy-idUSL8N14K1IH20151231
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450416805/Enterprise-adoption-of-encryption-accelerating-study-shows
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/ezine/CIO-Decisions/The-key-steps-to-launching-blockchain-implementations
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/feature/What-is-a-smart-contract-and-whats-it-good-for
http://bravenewcoin.com/news/visas-blockchain-use-sets-example-for-docusigns-50-million-users/
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The blockchain-based smart contract would not just be a dig-
itised contract, but would also contain intelligence. It would be 
able to automatically expire or change certain sections based 
on agreed conditions, with no contract guardian or other inter-
mediary authority necessary. A logical field of application is the 
supply chain. This broad applicability explains the interest of 
IT giants such as IBM and enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
supplier SAP. There could be experiments, pilot projects, hack-
athons and conferences galore.

Fintech first
Banking systems could be made obsolete by blockchain, so the 
banks and other financial institutions are among those dipping 
their toes into the blockchain water. But they are not the only 
ones affected or the only ones involved with this new decentral-
ised technology.

In the Netherlands, banks such as ING are taking part, as are 
the Dutch Chamber of Commerce (KvK), business software 
supplier Exact, pension fund APG, the city of Groningen, and the 
national government’s e-stimulus platform Dutch Digital Delta.

Partners are joining the Dutch Blockchain Hackathon, which 
is just one Netherlands initiative exploring the possibilities 
of this distributed transaction technology. In February 2017, 
Prince Constantijn, ambassador for the Dutch startup booster 
StartupDelta, kicked off the 2017 hackathon for promising 
blockchain prototypes.

But despite the rhetoric, it’s still early days for blockchain. 
SAP CTO Mark Raben said: “Blockchain is overhyped now  

BLOCKCHAIN
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The Dutch Blockchain 
Hackathon is one of the 
ways the Netherlands is 

creating a community 
around the technology

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450414736/Danish-shipping-company-uses-blockchain-in-IBM-partnership
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/How-Hana-is-disrupting-SAP-hosting-services
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500247438/City-of-Groningen-to-create-smart-city-infrastructure
https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/pages/risk/articles/euro-50000-for-the-best-prototypes-at-the-dutch-blockchain-hackathon.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/pages/risk/articles/euro-50000-for-the-best-prototypes-at-the-dutch-blockchain-hackathon.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/legalcode
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and everybody is jumping in.” He emphasised the need for 
level-headedness – to not get carried away by the hype and to 
focus on actual useful applications. “Blockchain is just a tech-
nology, but it all comes down to applications,” he said. “Likewise 
with the internet – without applications, it is quite useless.”

Raben sounds like a sceptic, but he is a blockchain enthusiast. 
The CTO of the German IT giant sees enticing possibilities for 
blockchain in establishing and registering ownership of wildly 
different things, ranging from real estate and raw materials to 
music royalties, medical records and diamonds.

But even loftier goals are on the blockchain roadmap. Rutger van 
Zuidam, owner of DutchChain.com and organiser of the Dutch 
Blockchain Hackathon, sees much potential in public services.

Public services
Van Zuidam’s company has developed the software for a real-
world example – the new, digital version of the Stadjerspas in 
Groningen. This is a discount card for citizens with low income, 
which gives several thousand people in the Dutch city price 
reductions at libraries, sports clubs and museums, for example. 
The Stadjerspas used to be “a paper affair”, he said, with physi-
cal coupons to cut out. Now it is running on blockchain technol-
ogy, connecting thousands of citizens with a few dozen organi-
sations offering discounts.

A bigger example of blockchain mentioned by Van Zuidam 
is found outside the Netherlands. The country of Estonia has a 
government-mandated e-residency programme that deals with 
citizenship and marriages. Estonia has the advantage of being 

a relative greenfield site; when the Russians left the country, a 
completely new government system had to be built.

Market forces
SAP’s Raben pointed out that the Netherlands, like many 
countries, does not have that luxury. “In the Netherlands, we 
have good registries for things such as real estate,” he said. 
“Blockchain doesn’t offer an immediate advantage there. That is 
different in countries with less development or with less stable 
governments. There, blockchain can offer the trust in transac-
tions that a government cannot offer.”

Examples of blockchain use in pioneering countries such as 
Estonia, Switzerland and Singapore can be useful for others, 
said Yuri van Geest, co-author of Exponential Organizations and 
founder of the Dutch think tank Singularity University.

“blockchaIn Is just a 
technology, but It all comes 

Down to applIcatIons – It Is quIte 
useless wIthout them”

Mark raben, SaP

BLOCKCHAIN

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/12/fighting-human-trafficking-tracing-blood-diamonds-and-other-surprising-uses-for-blockchain/
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Other nations and governments should learn from those exam-
ples, said Van Geest. Although citizens are not like consumers in 
a free economy with many competitors, there are market factors 
in play, such as the lure of cities or countries for entrepreneurs, 
startups and company offices. Much of the attraction depends on 
ease of business, including dealing with public services, he said.

Flash companies
For developed nations, the promise of blockchain lies mostly 
in optimising existing systems, supply chains and applications. 
Its technological pedigree also makes new business models 
possible. The Dutch Chamber of Commerce might, for exam-
ple, facilitate the speedy creation of small organisations for a 
specific task or limited time frame – so-called flash companies.

A seemingly far-out application has been suggested by 
Ronald Prins, founder of the originally Dutch security company 
Fox-IT. He is not convinced that blockchain has a broad field of 
applications, but thinks e-voting is one potential use.

Blockchain’s distributed and secure setup could certainly 
help with the political desire for electronic or even internet 
voting. “The blockchain solves some problems in that area, 
although it doesn’t solve everything,” said Prins. “So, I am criti-
cal in this regard.”

Most experts think the killer app for blockchain has not yet 
been found. Many applications look promising, but the one 
breakthrough example is still to be identified. Consultancy 
McKinsey reckons blockchain will reach its full potential in 
three to five years’ time. n

BLOCKCHAIN

❯Six CIOs share their views on the rise of blockchain and how to take advantage of it.

Ronald Prins, director  
and co-founder of Fox-IT, 
believes the industry is 
overestimating the  
usefulness of blockchain

http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Blockchain-and-the-promise-of-cooperative-cloud-storage
http://bravenewcoin.com/news/mckinsey-sees-blockchain-technology-reaching-full-potential-in-5-years/
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450413958/What-are-CIOs-doing-about-the-rise-of-blockchain
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Dutch tech hub searches for a new Google
Amsterdam is already a leading tech hub, but now it is offering support for companies in their second phase of 
development, as exemplified by the emergence of exciting new communities such as TQ. Rian van Heur reports

Tech hub TQ recently opened in Amsterdam, hosting tech 
startups in their second stage.

Amsterdam is one of Europe’s fastest-growing hubs for 
IT startups, and TQ is supporting some of them through the hard-
est stage of any startup.

There are numerous startup hubs across Europe, and a hub that 
concentrates on helping companies through the second part of 
their journey, which is very different from the first, is a valuable 
addition to a place like Amsterdam.

The city is made for a bustling tech community, said Robert 
Gaal, managing director of TQ.

“Amsterdam offers startups a lot of talent, from the local univer-
sities as well as international talent. The city has a high standard 
of living and there is good transportation, inside the city and also 
to the rest of Europe,” said Gaal.

TQ resident Homerun was previously based in Rotterdam, 
but staff had to spend time in Amsterdam because people from 
abroad usually travel there first. “As a sounding board, we always 
travelled to Amsterdam. That’s why we wanted to move there,” 
said Willem van Roosmalen, the company’s co-founder.

According to a Dutch government and private sector initiative 
called StartupAmsterdam, there are more than 800 startups 
located in the Dutch capital.

But what Amsterdam, and also the Netherlands, was lacking 
was an initiative that helped startups in the second stage of their 
growth. “That’s the stage we call the inculaters. The stage after 
founding your company, when you start selling your product and 
have your first group of customers. Our concept facilitates this 
second stage,” said Gaal.

“We are now in the stage of finding how our product fits in the 
market. It’s about figuring out how to make your business sustain-
able,” said Stefan Fountain, founder of PR.co, another TQ resident.

“We’re trying to find exactly which market to target, which 
channels are most effective and which message is right. Once you 
have a repeatable model, you’re ready to scale. That’s the hardest 
thing to do when you have a startup.”

Reach exponential growth
In this second stage, startups have to look beyond their prod-
uct. “It’s the stage where you grow to more than 50 employees. 

TECH HUBS

http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/business/startupamsterdam/i-am-startup/business-support/coworking-spaces/tq
http://docs.media.bitpipe.com/io_13x/io_131753/item_1344960/BEN_0516_ezine_pp22_JF.pdf
http://docs.media.bitpipe.com/io_13x/io_131753/item_1344960/BEN_0516_ezine_pp22_JF.pdf
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500254197/Amsterdam-aims-to-become-a-top-European-startup-hub
http://gaal.co/
http://gaal.co/
https://www.homerun.co/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vvillem
http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/business/startupamsterdam
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefanfountain
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It means your company has to recruit people and needs HR pro-
cedures. It’s also the stage where you are trying to get funding,” 
said Gaal.

“Funding your first stage is different to and less difficult than 
funding the second, because you also need far more capital and 
you’re probably getting it from investors. Your financial prognosis 
needs to be correct and you must have a good marketing strategy.”

The startup founders have to learn about other disciplines, and 
they have to learn it fast. “The technology sector is changing 

rapidly, and if you don’t launch your product, someone else will, 
and you lose ground on winning your target audience,” said Gaal.

TQ officially opened in October 2016. The tech hub – an initia-
tive of The Next Web – is located in the former ABN Amro build-
ing Muntstaete.

Money is made by renting office space to startups and organ-
ising events that are open to everyone. A startup has to meet 
three conditions to be a resident of TQ: it must be internation-
ally oriented, have the potential to grow exponentially, and have 

TECH HUBS

TQ

One of the open events hosted by TQ
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a diverse team. However, it doesn’t necessarily have to be tech-
related to meet the criteria.

“But if you ask for a startup that has the possibility to grow sub-
stantially, it will most often be a tech startup,” said Gaal.

Enormous wealth and knowledge
To help these startups, TQ works with several partners, includ-
ing Google, Booking.com, KPMG and ABN Amro. Their motives 
for participating in TQ differ, but they all want to improve the 
ecosystem for startups so they can take advantage of it.

“They can offer services to the startups, which will grow or 
recruit the talent the startups attract. Small companies are a good 
source of creative and innovative talent. But it can also be that the 
partner wants to give something back to the city,” said Gaal.

“The residents have a collective wealth of knowledge and expe-
rience. There is no other place where you can find something like 
this. At the coffee machine, you can ask residents from other 
startups how they solved the problem you have, for example. We 
also have an online community where people of the same disci-
plines share best practices,” he said.

“Our CTO [chief technology officer] has a monthly meet-
ing with his counterparts to share experiences with them,” said 
Homerun’s van Roosmalen.

“We can focus on our company. Coffee, lunch, cleaning and an 
office space – it’s all taken care of. We are growing fast and now 
want to rent an office,” he said. “We have to rent one for about 
20 people, but there are only seven of us. We don’t have to spend 
money on a big office as we can move when we need a bigger one.”

Gaal is happy with the response TQ has had so far. “The small 
early successes of TQ helps find employees for our residents,” he 
said. “In three months, we have residents who started in a room 
for eight that have now moved to a room of 15.

“We have new residents like Stripe, a payment provider in the 
US which is organising events here.”

Points of improvement
But there are points of improvement. The tech hub will be 
hosting more events next year, and TQ is working on an invest-
ment fund.

“We notice the investment climate in the Netherlands is not 
very good for the stage we have startups in. We are looking to 
change that with our own funding,” said van Roosmalen.

“The Netherlands is lacking what I call ‘smart money’. This is 
the money of investors with experience in launching a mobile 
app, or a gaming or fintech company. Investors who can give 
advice beyond just a board meeting.” n

“we have an onlIne communIty 
where people of the same 

DIscIplInes share best practIces”
robert Gaal, tQ

TECH HUBS

❯Amsterdam is selling itself to the startup community as the ideal place to move to

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500254197/Amsterdam-aims-to-become-a-top-European-startup-hub
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Royal Dutch Touring Club rallies staff  
to drive IT innovation and renewal
Motoring support organisation is enabling the business and IT department to innovate together, writes Kim Loohuis

The Royal Dutch Touring Club (ANWB) is focused on cre-
ating an agile IT department that can use technology to 
innovate, just like a startup.

Although the organisation has long been viewed as quite out-
dated, the ANWB and its IT department are working hard to 
evolve and innovate. “We focus on a flexible IT organisation that 
can better facilitate innovation and renewal,” said Gregor Abbas, 
digital innovation strategist at the organisation.

The ANWB is the largest motoring club in the Netherlands, 
with 4.4 million members and 3,500 employees. It was founded 
in 1883 and today offers a wide range of services, including break-
down assistance and motor insurance.

It is not easy for such a large club to have the agility of a small 
startup, yet innovation is highly valued in the organisation. New 
technologies can be rolled out quickly through agile principles 
and a “scrum” process, and IT drives all sorts of innovations.

To become more flexible, the ANWB began a transition to 
agile in 2015, and the most important change is that its various 
agile teams work together in a value chain. “Whether it involves 

colleagues from IT, marketing or other departments, if cer-
tain questions arise, people must work together quickly to find 
answers,” said Abbas.

Abbas works for the IT office, the CIO’s staff department. There 
are about 10 people in the department working to develop the 
ANWB’s IT vision and monitor its progress. “Our goal is to have 
continuous development to enable the organisation and its mem-
bers,” he said.

New opportunities
The ANWB’s IT vision covers themes such as omni-channel, 
data-driven IT as a service, and innovation, and Abbas is closely 
involved in the area of innovation. “This is about making it possi-
ble to use new technological opportunities, and facilitating and 
encouraging the culture associated with them,” he said.

More agile ways of working have made the ANWB more inno-
vative. This is not easy for such a large organisation, but Abbas 
and his colleagues have developed a process to stimulate IT inno-
vation and renewal.

IT INNOVATION

https://www.anwb.nl/over-anwb/vereniging-en-bedrijf/organisatie/english-page
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/tip/Running-Agile-at-scale-Three-challenges
http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/tip/Omnichannel-data-at-core-of-new-commerce-offerings
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“At the IT office, we have a kind of radar with which we follow 
emerging technologies,” he said. “We look at trend reports from 
major research firms and major players in the market. Not all 
trends and developments are equally interesting for us, but once 
we see opportunities, capabilities and value, we get to work.”

Abbas and his colleagues aim to bring order to the chaos in the 
rapidly changing IT world and show what practical applications 
might be useful for the ANWB. Once the IT office spots a prom-
ising and impactful new technology or social development, it 
organises a meeting. “We speak to colleagues about the technol-
ogy, its potential opportunities and where we see added value,” 

he said. “Then it is up to them to devise practical applications for 
the business.”

The IT office helps to define potential business cases. “We try to 
look into where in the organisation the new technology we want 
to focus on might be interesting,” said Abbas. “That way, we can 
invite specific people to the meeting. The most promising busi-
ness case is then translated into a pilot project.

“If it appears that a pilot is not successful, it will be stopped 
immediately. In this way, the costs remain manageable. The pilots 
are designed to quickly detect whether value can be extracted 
from a new technology. It can take traditional companies quite 

IT INNOVATION

ANWB
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a long time to discover the value of a new system. We want to 
reduce that amount of time.”

A successful pilot scheme will then be scaled up. When only 
one out of 10 pilots yields value worth a multiple of the invest-
ment, the ANWB can largely recoup its initial costs.

One successful pilot involved big data. Using artificial intelli-
gence and machine learning, the organisation built its Roadside 
Assistance Forecast algorithm in three months. This determines 
how much roadside assistance is needed on any given day, 
depending on the expected number of incidents.

“We take data and information from the Dutch weather fore-
casting organisation, including records of roadside incidents from 
the past,” said Abbas. “That is a huge amount of data over the 
past 15 years.

“The algorithm looks for relationships and connections in the 
information and, from that, makes a prediction of the expected 
number of future roadside incidents.”

Faster forecasts
In the past, roadside assistance services predictions called for 
staff to spend several hours searching and recording all the 
information required, but now the Roadside Assistance Forecast 
produces this information in just a few seconds.

“The algorithm is now running in parallel with the planning 
department,” said Abbas. “We want to continue improving the 
system, so the forecasts get better and better. Eventually, there 
will come a time when the algorithm takes the lead in making pre-
dictions – but the planning teams are still essential.

“These people have been doing this work for years, and although 
an algorithm based on factual information goes a long way, it 
misses the gut feeling that people have from years of experience. 
That is something we cannot include in a calculation formula.”

Following its successful big data pilot, the ANWB purchased a 
data lake and established its Datalab. “We needed a place to ana-
lyse different datasets,” said Abbas. “Datalab is a multidiscipli-
nary, virtual team that deals with data science activities.” 

Abbas and his team also started building a community to fur-
ther stimulate innovation within the organisation. “We bring peo-
ple together to show that we want to inspire each other in new 
developments,” he said. “You cannot just tell people ‘you need to 
be innovative now’ – you might as well kill innovation right there 
and then.”

The community mainly consists of people from the business 
who already like innovation and are enthusiastic about getting 
started with new things, he said. “From there, we can again share 
inspiration and knowledge. This way, we get more ideas and we 
can translate these into promising pilots more quickly.” n

“we brIng people together to 
show that we want to InspIre 

each other In new Developments”
GreGor abbaS, royal Dutch tourinG club

IT INNOVATION

❯Netherlands aims to benefit from Brexit in IT talent search

http://searchcio.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-use-artificial-intelligence-for-business-benefit
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-use-artificial-intelligence-for-business-benefit
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/machine-learning
http://whatis.techtarget.com/search/query%3Fq%3Dalgorithm
http://whatis.techtarget.com/search/query%3Fq%3Ddata%2Blake
http://whatis.techtarget.com/search/query%3Fq%3Ddata%2Bscience
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450415147/Netherlands-aims-to-benefit-from-Brexit-in-IT-talent-search
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Virtual reality computer game helps KLM 
engineers take flight in an emergency
Dutch airline uses VR to show engineers what to do if a maintenance hangar catches fire. Bill Goodwin reports

Airline KLM is using a virtual reality (VR) computer game 
to train 300 engineers to safely evacuate an aircraft main-
tenance hangar in the event of a fire or other emergency. 

The project is part of an experiment to find a more effective way 
to train large numbers of employees than traditional Microsoft 
PowerPoint presentations and online courses.

KLM has created a VR simulation of one of its large aircraft 
hangars, which allows its engineers to take part in a simulated fire 
evacuation, choose how to respond at each stage, and experience 
the impact of their decisions.

Employees take part by wearing Samsung VR headsets, through 
which they view a three-dimensional video of the hangar they 
work in and their colleagues.

“The experience is completely immersive,” said Guido 
Helmerhorst, social, business and technology architect at Air 
France-KLM, adding that it made the learning exercise an emo-
tional and memorable experience.

There are no distractions from colleagues wandering around the 
office or from ringing phones. “Whatever thoughts you have, such 

as your to-do list or grocery list, your brain does not have space to 
think about it,” said Helmerhorst.

VR training programmes are expensive, but the investment 
pays off when companies need to train large numbers of peo-
ple. Helmerhorst calculates that the project will save half a day’s 
training – equivalent to €50,000 to €75,000 – for 300 engineers. 
Using conventional training techniques, it would take a year to 
find gaps in the company’s schedule to train all 300 engineers – 
now it can all be done in a morning.

Keep skills up to date
KLM’s engineers can request the virtual reality headsets from 
the parts store, and spend 10 minutes going through the simula-
tion when they have dead time, such as when a plane is delayed 
on its way to the hangar. This allows the engineers to keep their 
skills constantly up to date.

“Compare that with current training, when there is a spike in 
learning and you forget what you have learned,” says Helmerhorst, 
speaking ahead of an HR technology conference.

VIRTUAL REALITY

http://www.techtarget.com/contributor/Bill-Goodwin
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/virtual-reality
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/MWC-2017-How-virtual-reality-could-be-the-next-big-thing-for-healthcare
http://www.hrtechcongress.com/afterevent/
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The project started when Helmerhorst began evaluating the 
potential of computer game techniques for learning at KLM about 
three years ago. He worked with Dutch startup Warp Industries 
to try out the techniques. 

In one team-building exercise, trainees were asked to run around 
the building, against the clock, to recruit members for their team 
from departments they would not normally work with.

The project helped the company to identify talented employees 
who had previously been overlooked, said Thijs de Vries, designer 
and gamification expert at Warp Industries. “People who were 
previously sitting in their corner were able to show their skills and 
talent,” he said.

Better way to train
Helmerhorst and de Vries began developing the idea of VR train-
ing after the manager at KLM Engineering and Maintenance 
asked them if there was a better way to train engineers on how 
to evacuate the maintenance hangar safely.

“He said, ‘I have 300 maintenance engineers wandering 
around. When there is a fire drill, they just go outside, talk for an 
hour, smoke and come back in. They don’t learn anything’,” said 
Helmerhorst, who described the project at the HR Tech World 
conference in London in March.

The team developed a pilot VR training programme in which 
people had to find the safety equipment, including the water sprin-
klers, fire extinguishers and fire alarms in their workplace. “We 
learned that we could do a lot with a limited amount of resources,” 
said de Vries. “We used video instead of a computer-rendered 

VIRTUAL REALITY
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The programme presents trainees with critical choices

http://warp.industries/
http://www.hrtechcongress.com/afterevent/
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environment and we learned we could create VR video games 
without disturbing the work going on in the hangar, and we can 
do it fairly quickly.”

The training programme allows engineers to choose their exit 
path from the building once a computer-simulated fire starts. 
Engineers can decide to fight the fire, but they must first find 
the fire extinguishers and choose which of the six types of extin-
guisher to use, depending on the type of fire – not an easy task 
when the room is filled with fire and smoke.

“You get a flight or freeze mechanism – your blood goes to your 
heart, so you can’t think so clearly,” said Helmerhorst.

Engineers can also decide to make their way to the nearest exit. 
Those who choose to make a quick exit in the lift are in for a sur-
prise, however, when smoke starts pouring in and their colleagues 
start screaming and panicking.

Emotional experience
The programme awards the engineers up to five stars, depending 
on how well they complete the simulated evacuation. Walking 
under a plane to reach the exit more quickly – a major health and 
safety risk – is a sure way to lose points.

“We had some subjective feedback from employees and we did 
a questionnaire,” said de Vries. “They said the experience with VR 
is pretty emotional because they are going into situations they 
would normally not see.”

KLM’s first step was to create a “scenario tree” that shows the 
different routes and actions engineers could take and the conse-
quences of each decision. The tree offers 1,200 different choices.

At first, it was a challenge to persuade health and safety special-
ists to agree to give the employees the freedom to make mistakes. 
But when training and occupational safety specialists met to cre-
ate the training programme, they realised that engineers could 
learn effectively from their mistakes.

Warp used special cameras, with lenses covering 360 degrees 
to film the hangar, and took footage at 30 strategic points. The 
company was able to complete the work in one day. “It is not pos-
sible for the director to stand behind the camera, because there 
is no such thing as behind the camera,” said Helmerhorst. “When 
the film was shot, everybody had to get out.”

The technique is more cost-effective and realistic than creating 
a computer model of the hangar, which would have taken months 
and would have required powerful computers to run. Warp was 
able to transform the 3D film into an interactive mobile app that 
was compact enough to run on a Samsung mobile phone, and 
doubles as the screen in a Samsung VR headset.

“staff saID the eXperIence wIth 
vr Is pretty emotIonal because 
they are goIng Into sItuatIons 
they woulD normally not see”

thijS De VrieS, WarP inDuStrieS

VIRTUAL REALITY

❯Bank uses virtual reality to test potential recruits in certain situations.

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450410484/Most-manufacturers-will-use-customer-facing-VR-by-2020
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450401004/Lloyds-Bank-to-use-virtual-reality-to-test-applicants-for-graduate-programme
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One concern was that many of KLM’s engineers are older work-
ers, who may have found virtual reality difficult to use, or might 
have experienced nausea, but early trials showed that they took 
to the technology well.

KLM has chosen to make four headsets available to its engi-
neers, which they can order from the parts store. However, with 
future VR projects, it may make sense to allow employees to 
download the apps on their own phones. “If you have a smart-
phone, then potentially you can download the app from an app 
store and press play,” said Helmerhorst.

Early research by Warp, along with Amsterdam University, on a 
medical VR simulation used to train medical staff in CPR resusci-
tation has shown that people learn more quickly using immersive 
virtual reality training than with 2D video.

“The results were overwhelming – they had the feeling of being 
there, seeing the man lying on the floor, and a really emotional 
response,” said de Vries. “It helps them to be in the best position 
to administer CPR.”

Leadership training
KLM plans to carry out its own research over the next 12 months 
to compare the effectiveness of the VR version of its training with 
a two-dimensional version of the programme. The airline plans 
to develop other VR training programmes, and Helmerhorst is 
working with Warp to create VR leadership training programmes 
for KLM’s managers.

The idea will be to confront leaders with employees who have 
tricky dilemmas, and to allow leaders to try a variety of responses 

VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual reality training 
presents staff with 
realistic situations

WARP/KLM

http://www.brianmadden.com/opinion/Thats-so-2017-Citrix-ventures-into-VR
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450411626/Accenture-adds-voice-and-VR-to-data-analytics-for-RBS-Six-Nations
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to the problem and test what the impact will be for the employee 
and for themselves.

If managers know they are going to have a difficult conversation 
with an employee tomorrow, they will be able to use the virtual 
reality app to practise the conversation, so they will be more at 
ease, said Helmerhorst.

Another idea is to use VR for training sales staff and cabin crew 
in handling aggressive passengers. “As cabin crew, we fly all the 
way around the world,” said Helmerhorst. “An American who gets 
angry is very different from a Chinese person who gets angry. That 
is very hard to train right now.”

The same technology could be used to train staff who check in 
luggage, to help them take a firmer line on which bags are or are 
not allowed on board a plane.

Hand luggage can also be a problem. Some people take nothing, 
while others attempt to take almost their entire wardrobe. That 
can put pressure on check-in staff to accept larger items than 

they should, causing problems further down the line. “It’s not a 
nice place to be for check-in staff,” said Helmerhorst. “They don’t 
understand why it’s important, but if I can put them in an aero-
plane, where they can see someone with big suitcases, making 
a lot of noise, trying to get a big suitcase into the luggage rack, 
they can see how they can help their colleagues gain a better 
experience.”

Cyber security risks
Helmerhorst believes virtual reality could have benefits for 
training staff to spot cyber security risks. In one scenario, for 
example, employees could be confronted with a visitor who is 
intent on stealing data from the company.

“The policy is ‘don’t leave your visitor alone’,” he says. “But they 
will say, ‘I will see myself out’, or ‘I will go to the toilet’, and they 
will disappear for a short period of time, insert a USB stick into 
a computer and start hacking. We know that on paper, but the 
learning is much greater if you can experience it.”

Warp is also seeing a growing demand for VR training from 
other organisations. One project under development will train 
executives how to deal with reporters, allowing them to gauge the 
response of the reporter if they say things their company doesn’t 
want them to say, and teaching them to “stay on message”.

The company has also developed a training programme that 
helps people make sure their house is safe before they go to sleep. 
That means turning off electrical devices, removing phone charg-
ers from plug sockets and closing the bedroom door – which gives 
an extra 10 minutes’ safety in the event of a fire. n

“an amerIcan who gets angry 
Is very DIfferent from a chInese 
person who gets angry. that Is 
very harD to traIn rIght now”

GuiDo helMerhorSt, air France-klM

VIRTUAL REALITY

http://searchenterprisedesktop.techtarget.com/blog/Windows-Enterprise-Desktop/Keep-USB-Drives-Humming
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/ezine/CIO-Decisions/AR-VR-tech-poised-to-revolutionize-digital-business-management

